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I. INTRODUCTION
Measurements of time-related parameters of various detectors response have been provided by many experiments. In the field of ultra-high energy they are large arrays, such as Volcano Ranch, Haverah Park, Yakutsk and AGASA. In recent years similar measurements are provided at giant array Pierre Auger Observatory (PAO) with the use of water-filled Cherenkov tanks. All these surveys share one peculiarity: in some large extensive air showers (EAS) there are registered pulses from particles delayed relatively to registration of the initial particle by τ d >> 5 µs, while according to model calculations all main particles of EAS disk must arrive compactly within ∼ 1 − 5 µs. In works [1, 2] we have shown that in showers with E 0 ≥ 10 19 eV under certain circumstances in the time-base of scintillation detector response there pulses are observed delayed by time exceeding 5 µs. According to [3] , one can speak of observing a nucleon component at the observation level at large distances from shower axis, namely -neutrons. In order to interpret the obtained results * s.p.knurenko@ikfia.ysn.ru 2 we have performed calculations of the neutrons arrival time distribution in showers with E 0 ≥ 10 18 eV for zenith angles θ from 0 • to 60
• . We used CORSIKA code (version 6.900) compiled with QGSJET01d model [4] .
II. THE SETUP FOR TIME-RELATED MEASUREMENTS
A brief description of the setup for registering EAS particles with detectors of different types is given in [1, 2] . The setup includes three measurement points separated bu 300 − 500 m from each other. Synchronization is provided via GPS system. The ADC system, which records the pulses, is controlled by triggering signals from the main array and the small setup. After the registering program is started, the ADC continuously converts signals from detectors and cyclically records counts into the buffer memory called "pre-history". I.e. the zenith angle θ ∼ 45
• . Such showers are listed in the Table I . We suppose that under these conditions the symmetry of shower development is disrupted, unlike in vertical EAS events.
In inclined showers, starting from θ ≥ 45
• a significant separation of particles by their type occurs. The particle composition in over-axial and under-axial parts shifts towards muon component with some content of nucleon component which is transferred to far periphery of particle lateral distribution. As it was pointed in the work [3] , these particles could be low-energy neutrons which, being neutral, don't interact with the material of detector or its container but produce low-energy electron and gamma-quanta when are moderated. These products can be effectively registered by scintillation detectors with 1.8 MeV threshold, but detectors with 10.5 MeV don't register them. In case of Yakutsk array, due to permafrost and large amount of snow in winter, the effectiveness of this process may be high enough:
snow and permafrost amplifies the moderation of low-energy neutrons leading to production of albedo electrons which produce response in low-threshold detectors. It is clearly seen on Table I ). According to simulation, the delayed pulses are probably associated with neutron component of EAS, which produces lowenergy electrons studying moderation in the material of a detector and surrounding matter. This low energy electrons are registered by scintillation detectors with low thresholds; d) as a consequence, there is a possibility of registering pulses from wandering neutrons not associated with EAS by widely spaced detectors (by more than 1000 m) and, thus, the increased probability of registering a false shower. 
